This paper describes a model for numerical prediction of surface temperature rising due to frictional and electrical Joule heating between rough surfaces with discrete and continuous convolution fast Fourier transform (DC-FFT and CC-FFT). Contact resistance in non-conformal rough contact is defined and also surface temperature is simulated with frictional and Joule heating components of heat fluxes in rough surface contact. The computational prediction of temperature rising of sliding rough surface contact with electrical current may facilitate the understanding of imperfect electrical contact (ImPEC) and extreme condition lubrication.
INTRODUCTION
The sliding electrical contact is involved in imperfect electrical contact (ImPEC) through contact asperities of rough surfaces. The sliding ImPEC has two major heat sources that are composed of electrical Joule and frictional heating. Frictional heating is generated due to surface sliding between two contact bodies, while electrical Joule heating is mainly created by electrical contact resistance through asperities. These two heat sources may build severe interfacial temperature rising that may lead to surface melting in highcurrent accompanied high-speed sliding interfaces.
This research studies ImPEC of rough surfaces with two heat sources: electrical and frictional heating and compute surface temperature rising due to friction through sliding and electrical current through Ohmic contacts. On each asperity, if the electrical resistance and heat fluxes are known, surface temperature in contact can be solved with the combination of the discrete and continuous convolution fast Fourier transform (DC-FFT and CC-FFT) and the conjugated gradient method (CGM). Effective numerical evaluation of the electrical resistance and flash temperature rising on sliding contact surface with DC-and CC-FFT methods is expected to provide a useful tool for simulating ImPEC including surface asperity melting. Figure 1 (a) [1] shows a conceptual picture of ImPEC and electrical current through irregular asperities on a rough surface. In a bulk electrical junction on rough surface contact, the electrical current lines become increasingly distorted as the rough contact interface become closer and the flow lines bundle together to pass through separate contact spots, which are called a-spots referring to the radius, a, of a circular contact area [2] . It is valuable to note that the apparent contact surface area, A a , is composed of a load bearing area, A b , which is covered with an insulation film, a-spots, which are under metallic contact, and non contacted area, as shown in Fig. 1(b) .
a-SPOT AND CURRENT TROUGHT ASPERITIES

CONTACT RESISTANCE AND HEAT FLUXES
Contact resistance of ImPEC may be divided into three components: Constriction resistance in Eq. (1), film resistance 
where ρ is the material resistivity, a is the a-spot radius, σ F is the tunnel resistivity of the one film layer, and s ij is for the distances between a-spots. Note that the three types of resistances are in serial connection. Heat fluxes by the electrical current through rough surface asperities can be defined with contact resistance specified. On each a-spot, the total heat flux due to electrical current are presented as Eq. (4).
where subscripts C, F, and I denote constriction, tunneling through the film and interaction resistances.
Therefore, the total heat flux by electrical current through an a-spot is, 
where I a = current though an a-spot.
DC-AND CC-FFT WITH ELECTRICAL RESISTACES
When the electrical heat flux on each contact asperity is defined, surface displacement and temperature rising are readily obtained by means of the DC-FFT and CC-FFT algorithms [6] . As shown in Eq. (6) and (7), the electrical heat flux q E is added into the thermo-mechanical part of FFT. Note that pressure by the thermo-mechanical convolution is coupled with the displacement caused by the electrical heat flux and thus, a numerical iteration scheme should be applied to obtain the thermo-electro-mechanical displacement and temperature rising, ( ) 
Figure 2
Contact-area-resistance comparisons of experiment and numerical simulation 
